
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“េពល” េនក�ុងភាសុក�ុ�ុុកេន ៖ 

 

បាឋក  /  TALK 

នព�េ្រគឋះក�ុងអរ្យធមងែក�រ 

“Navagraha”  in Ancient Cambodia 

ជាភយធមងនិ�អ�់េគ�សេដ ឈក ំេរ៉�ហក�  /  In Khmer and English by Chhum Meng Hong 

ៃថ�សក្ឋ ទី៨ យធរថិកន ឆះ ២ំ០១៨ េម៉�៥:៣០ល� � 

េនរហទិទ យ្ែក�រទិទ (ឋះក�ភ្សយរ��ៃនភឋ្ទិទ យ្ល័រិនម�ិិ្ចសិ្្ប) 

Friday, June 8, 2018, 5:30pm at RUFA (behind the National Museum) 
 

ស័រអេ�� ញ�័្ងួរភ� ែ់េដេរ្ច ី

 
ាិគគនពី   with contribution from 

      o សែ ក្ ងសសន             o Individuals 

      o សមសិឋេភង            o Members of Yosothor 
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នព�េ្រគឋះក�ុងអរ្យធមងែក�រ 

ឈក ំេរ៉�ហក� 

 បាឋកេនគេះ� ចេ ្ះម �ំ�ម� ឋម់នង័ែេទព្បែួំនអ�ប យប្េគមនទម� ែេ់មក «នព�

េ្រគ» ឬ «ះា នព�េ្រគ»។ អះឋ្ភ្ជពក ំគន�់កគស្រម�រះ េទ េ ្�រំក �រួ�នួំនប័�ជ ជ 

ពឋអេមះម �ំ�ម� ឋ់គ�ំរ័្ ងងសមប ្់េទពនីរួេ និ�្ដំែ់ៃនទីំ�ំេនឋះក�សួងយប្េគឆ� ឋ់

េទពគ�ំេនគ�រះ ។ 

 េែេ្ែបែេេ្ែចមិភិស�េន្ែេទស រ្  េ�ភម នបនក�ម� ឋ់យប្នស់ជ�េគេន

ឋរ�កជ្ែយហ្េឋចេត�េនសននទី៧។ ក្គរឋប្់សរយអ�បងេទែេ្�េ�ញ�្ស់កឋះក�

�េំ្រគ�ំ្បែួំនអ�បេនគ ែួនអ�បជេ្រគឬះា  ា្បអំ�បេទ្ចជេលឋប្។ ឋះក�្ឋមរែ៉រ

េផ្�េៃន្បភទ េគេ្�នេចញ�ម� ឋន់ព�េ្រគេនែ៉របភន។ ែ៉កយន�សួនង្ឋនេចញេន

េង� �គ� ង�័្យបង យប្ជ្ែងងរួប័�រះ នគ� រ្ ។ េទពគ�ំេនគមនទនំឋទ់នំ�េេងងគិច

ពីេលឋកចក េេ្ពគន�ររ  េេេលឋប្ និ�េេសី្បពីំងអ�ប។  

 បាឋកេនគស�ាច់�ន់េ ្�រំក �សសំន់ែជី  ១ន្ឋ�របសមប ្់េទពនីរួេ  ២នេទពឋក

យប្ពឋ់ពយនន  ៣នរកធងងៃនះម �ំយប្មនង័ែេទពគ�ំ្បែួំន។ 

 

 

“Navagraha” in Ancient Cambodia 

by Chhum Meng Hong 

    This talk will examine the series of stone panels depicting the image of nine divinities, normally referred 
to as navagraha or 9 planet deities. In fact, this subject is a controversial topic over its terminology as well 
as the individual identification of the deities and the order in which they appeared.  

  Via re-examining the Khmer panels by comparing them with Indian iconographic representation, the 
oldest panel found in Cambodia dates back to the 7thcentury A.D. Subsequently, it is likely that the 
combination of 4 planets and 5 lokapāla flourished in Khmer culture during the Angkor period.  

  In general, navagraha panel was installed in the southeast shrine of the temple complex or above 
doorway, which is one of the traditions found in India. Navagraha was strongly connected with 
cosmological concept, related to the Visnu cult, lokapāla, and the seven ascetics. 

   This talk will focus on three main points, (1) Identification and typology of the ensemble of navagraha 
(2) Iconography of the navagraha, (3) Function of the navagraha panels. 


